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FROM THE PRESIDENT OF
BOSTON UNiVERSllY
By the time you read this・ Our freshman class will
have settled into Universrty life. These new Boston
Universrty students will know their way around
CamPuS, they will have developed many new
relationships, and they will have an idea of their
Classroom expectations-all important steps in
their new college lives.
This issue ofAdリαれCe肋e融COntains articles about
three important facets of life at Boston University:
Our faculty, Our Students, and women’s ice hockey,
Which has been a varsrty sport at Boston Universrty
Since 2OO5. Additiona11y, yOu Can read about other
representatives of the Boston Universrty commu-
nity: the emeriti fac山ty’Sta節members, alumni who
have stayed on after graduation to work at Boston
Universrty, and other graduates who have gone on to
successful careers elsewhere and then renewed
their participation in Boston University life. AIong
with classroom news, there are reports on Boston
University’s cutting- edge research and the various
COmmunrty Services we provide to the Greater
Boston area and beyond.
Advαnroeme融and our other alumni publications
are sent to keep you abreast ofthe life and growth
of Boston University. I hope that you enjoy these
Publications and that you will attend BU events in
your area. These eve血S are increasing in肌mber・
across the country and around the world, and
we will tIy tO keep you posted as they come up in
yOur reg10n・
Ifyou happen to be in Boston・ Please stop by to
visityour old department, look up a professor・ Or
just walk around the BU campus to see the changes
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Puck8 whiz kyAlly8e Wilcox’s head at ninety
miles per hour daily during hockey season, and
She wouldn’t have it any otherway. ``I’ve always
Ioved the position,’’says Wilcox∴`I saw it as more
Of a challenge and more pressure. I think I do
better under pressure :’Wilcox (CGS’o7, SHA’o9)
is one ofthree Tもrrier goalies who playwomen,s
ice hockey, Which became a varsity sport just two
years ago. And・ thanks to an anonymous donor,
that means she is one oftwo candidates for the
Mike Geragosian Scholarship.
The $5OO,OOO endowed
SCholarship commitment is both
a boost for the team and a tribute
to Geragosian, Who has been a
volunteer assistant coach with
the men’s team for nine seasons.
“Mike is clearly one of the best in
the business:’says women’s head
COaCh Brian Durocher (SED’78).
``For an individual to recognize
this and endow a scholarship, it
just speaks volumes of what
Mike’s meant in his eyes:’
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Geragosian, Who calls the gift ``more than
nattering’’’has always worked with young people :
at university rinks throughout New En♂and, in
the classroom as a marketing teacher at Wckefield
High School・ and at his many camps and clinics
in Massachusetts. Now retired from teaching, he
SPends the bulk of his time volunteer coaching
the Terriers. His unwavering philosophy has two
PartS: a PerSOmlized approach and a positive
Climate. Says Geragosian, Who wasn’t told abo巾
Brian Durocher (SED’78) , WOmen’s hockey coach; Mike Enrione (SED’77) , director of
SPeClal outreach; Coach Mike Geragosian; Jack Parker (SMG'68,Hon.,97)・ men,s hockey
COaCh; and Michael lynch, aSSistant vice president and director of a皿etics, from left.
Hom lc請
AIlyse Wilcox (CGS’o7, SHA’o9) makes a save at last
season’s game against the Universrty of Comecticut・
Ⅵrsrty player MellSSa Haber (CGS’o8) defends
the goal during last February’s Beanpot
game at Boston College.
The Women’s Ice Hockey team celebrates a
goal against Northeastem Universlty.
the scholarship until it was finalized・ ``I was really
taken aback that someone wo山d have not only that
generosity’but also that value in the philosophy.’’
Aftereaminga spot inthe Universrty of )
Massachusetts, Lowell, Ha11 of Fine and making
AIl-New England as a goalie, Geragosian became
one of the first specialized hockey coaches-eVen
the Bmins, he says, didn’t have a goalie coach
un血the ’8os.
“W壷ertainly owe a debt of gratitude to
Mike, because his good will and his work have
generated this generosrty and put us in a nice
situation,’’says Durocher, adding that endowed
scholarships relieve financial pressure on the
a皿etics department and free up funds for the
PrOgram’s other needs.
Women,s ice hockey was a cl心sport at BU from
1973 tO 2OO5, When it was elevated to a varsrty
sport. The switch meant full funding from BU・ but・
as a new program, the team needs all the support
it can get・ “There’s that great history of ice hockey
here at BU on the men’s side,’’says Durocher・ “and
Our job is to try to parallel it, follow it, Or eVen
better it ifwe can down the road:’
Michael lynch, aSSistant vice president and
director of at珊etics, WOrked with the donor
to design the scholarship∴`I think it will only help
us to develop a natiomトcaliber program even
faster,’’he said∴`The donor feels [that Gerago-
sian] epresents BU w ll and brings a great deal of
credibilrty and moral sta巾e to our program・’’
The team wi11 face a more challen♂ng schedule
this season, Said Durocher, but he is con且dent
that, With drive and increased support and recog-
nition, it will co血inue its success. “We’re goingto
take on the chal宣enge and show potential BU
s山 e t-a皿e es that we want to play with the best
teams:’said Durocher.
And Geragosian hopes the scholarship in his
honor initiates ’b newwave ofhelping Boston
Univers y fund its women’s at皿etic programs
with strong equali中An endowed scholarship









“重t has been a challenging and
rewarding鮒een years :’says Cha血e8
÷ Griswold, aS he steps down from
臆　the chairmanship ofthe philosoplry
department∴`we have made a
WOnder請start in fundralSing and
工ook forward to reaching the level of
二funding appropriate to the quality of
Our faculty and students.’’




faculty books are scheduled
this year hom cambridge




Such activity requires excell-
ent faculty, engaged students,
and, SayS Chairman Charles
Griswold, One thing more :
``Thanks are due to a group of BU
alumni and friends who under-
Stand that sustaining the life of
the mind requires more than
good wishes. They have supplied
some ofthe much-needed means
the department requires if its
fac山ty and stude血S are tO
PurSue the wisdom and under-
Standing that are the hallmarks
Of our discipline:’
Recently an anonymous
gift of more than $2 m皿on
endowed the Hellenic Studies
Fund, honoring John Silber,
PreSident emeri血S and profes -
SOr Ofphilosophy and law, and
Professor Peter Diamandop o血os.
Focused on the language・ history’
and though  of ancient Greece,
the fund w皿support ``meritori-
OuS and needy” undergraduate
and graduate s山dy on campus
and in Greece. AIso new is the
Jo n Silber Professorship
in Philosopky endowed by
Univ rsrty trustees and others.
The Hellenic Studies Fund
and the Si ber Professorship
are parts of a remarkable stream
Of gifts to the department. A
$lOO,OOO Challenge issued dy
P皿osopky alumnus Steve
Karbank (CAS’79) was met last
year, with a total of $2雪l,O75
COntributed dy Karbank (see
accompanying article) and
tw nty- Six others. The new
Excellence in Philosophical
Studies and Professor Emeritus
Abner Shimony Prize Funds and
existing funds have received a
total exceeding $2Ob,OOO.
Earhart Foundation耽llowships
have c vered tuition and stipends
for six graduate students amu-
ally Significant contributions
OVer SeVeral years to the depart-
ment’s Center for the P蘭osopky
nd History of Science from an
anonymous donor fund a gradrate
Reco7meC訪れ
fellowship, a COlloquium series,








Griswold reports. The wide
range of departmental activrty
Can be glimpsed in an abbrevi-
ated summary of other benefits
Of the challenge, Which has
軸nded, in whole or part,
renovation of the library and
creation of a seminar room,
Student and some faculty travel
to conferences, inscribed books
PreSented to all members ofthe
Class of 20O7, a Semian]関al
alurmi newsletter, a Website,
new computers, undenakings
Of the undergraduate and
graduate student associations
(i cluding colloquia and a
projected undergrad joumal) ,
and Ethics Reading Group
meetings. Most creative is the
funding of coffee or informal
血eals to fuel philosophical talk
at a weeIdy fac山ty lunch (no
business conversation a皿owed) ,
Student association meetings,
and other occasions for students,
with or without faculty members,
to talk philosop叫While these
and other out- Of- Class activities
are all valuable, Griswold says,
intellectual talk, both planned




Estate, eVen mOre SuCCeSSful. He齢ve輔s alma脚a章eぐ
贈川部e船o噂臨めr some穐een yea峨;m釦鵬繭p-
Pened to run into輔s forme「 professor鵬lrX Wartofs母
“lt邸me輔疎略gabo耽朋y緬e at BJ and w繭t鍋
面po舶融pa競p輔OSOph画as函yed涌肌y =fe伸e
reca=s. “Tha引ed to contacting some of my o鵬r
p「ofessors,訓億鵬t 「e航軸e鵬me:
“Ph胸SOphy had a pro同州d面pact on調e持e says.
諏WaS航SO恥Ch鵬S珂ect as軸e perso蹴鞠es調e
C∂Ptivating professors:晒e fぬme肥kirldted直e began
vis柵g the department and tal畑ng w輔C繭「man
Charles GriswoId∵l wante航o help out輔e deve10Pment
Of t鴫depa沌鵬時細d not s緬pl画y両軸蹄C鵬飲了













“We’re begivning to get
Philosophy alum血reen -
gaged with the department
and I’d like to help that
happen acros8 BU’’’says







At the Center for Psychiatric Rehabilitation・ the goal is to help those
With mental illness achieve the kind of life almost everybody wauts.
All wo轟c at Boston Uhiversrty’s
Center for Peychiatric Rehal) -
ilitation, Says Director William
Anthony, is guided by ``the
PerSOnhood principle, de且ned
Simply as `people with severe
mental illnesses are people: ’’
They therefore want what almost
everybody wants : “meaningful
WOrk, a decent place to live,
and friendship:’
The twenty- eight-year- Old
Center・ a Wbrld Health Organi-
zation Center of Excellence and
Part Of Sargent Co量lege of Health
and Rehabilitation Sciences,
COnducts research in just how
those goals can be met and trains
rehabilitatio n p rofess io nals.
More dramatica叫y it also teaches
PeOPle with psychiatric prob -
lems to work toward the lives
they wish to live. Individual
and group rehabilitation and
recovery services include
PrOgramS in stress management
and interpersonal communica-
tions, eXerCise and untrition,
and Tbi Chi, Chi Gung, Yoga, and
meditation. There is also career
advising, training in computer
use and other marketable skills,
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and coaching for both the job
hunt and how to cope at work.
``We believe in rehabilitation
and recovery through educa-
tion:’says LarIy Kohn. He is
O組cially director of develop -
ment, but for twenty-four years
he and Dori Hutchinson,
director of serv王ces, have
COllaborated on development
and administration of educa-
tion l se vices that promote
Physical, SOCial, and emotional
WeⅡ-being-○and on raising the
fu ds that support them.
‘ A si京lificant portion ofthat
SuPPOrt is provided by Davis
Gree e. Since 1993 She has
made generous, unreStricted
grants, PerSOnally and through
team at血e Center for Peydrmc Rehal)flitation for twenty- fo調yca富s・
her family’s Josephine and
Louise Crane Foundation.
``That’s very umsual,’’says
Kohn, Who calls her `bn angel,
an absolute angel:’
The admiration is mutual.
“There’s nothing else like
LarIyもprogram:’says Greene,
whose son was a student at the
Center∴`The gap between hos-
Pitalization and normal life is
huge. They’re totally dedicated `
there , With lots of enthusiasm in
a nice, understated way:’The
Crane Foundation was estab -
1ished in the珊ies by Greene’s
grandmother. ``In her day it
bene軸ed c山tural organizations
and activities, and when Iny aunt
took it over she followed that,’’
Greene says. ``Then my sister
and I and Iny brother-in-law
Were given the oppo巾nrty to
direct the foundation, and we
SIowly moved toward human
services because that was our
interest・ My oldest daughter
does a lot ofthe research now:’
It’s a role she’s epjQying. ``I
feel fortunate that, aS time goes
On, the younger generations are
brought in,’’Josie Greene says.
``We’re leaming about giving.
And I’ve gotten to know Larry
The center was such a life-
Changing place for my brother.
Now Larry invites us to gradua-
tions and keeps us apprised of
What’s going on・’’
Major support also comes
from he Sidney R. Baer, Jr・,
Fbundati n. Baer, Whose family
WaS amOng the founders of the
Saint Louis-based Stix, Baer,
and Fuller department stores,
endowed the $5O million
founda ion to support research,
education, and, in partic血ar,
di ect care for those who suffer,
as he did, from mental illness.
``Sidney had enormous resil-
ience nd hope:’says George
B. Handran, Baer’s Iongtime
lawyer and friend・ ``But he su鯖-
ered a great deal’’from the time
he was aYale freshman until he
die , at eighty-four∴’I believe
the BU program would have
been t e perfect place for him.”
Handran, the individual trustee
Of the foundation, and repre -
Senta v s f U.S. Bank, the
COrPOrate t uStee, meet amually
to allocate funds. Last year they
Jos叩hinc B鎚rdm蝕C「a皿e ⊥l- a心ou†事90b・ “She気為れed t鉦
Fou重1dat10n tO hぐ申he …ltllrd) u増狐囲青io鎚i教=軍le Bc「kぶ琉「cs
†h t she loved:● says Josie C一●eene. her great - granddaugh†er
技nd mmぐS櫨ke・ ▲`ⅥなⅤぐC型nded to othc重・areaS, but wc stay
t「ue to her w18hes alld still fund them, tOO “
award d  three-year grant
totaling $75O,OOO tO Cl址cal
PrOgramS and research at the
Center∴’I’m very eXCited about
the w rk there:’says Handran.
``It’s very impressive.’’
Most eloquent are the words
of t e cent ’s students. The
Ce血er ``has changed my life
and I know it will continue to
do so:’writes Joanne Stephen.
And Michael Nardone, Who
acknowledges that he once
“mos叫stayed at home and slept
on the couc , SOmetimes for
as much as twenty-tWO hours a
day:’is now “reflecting on my
beliefs and values and activdy
Seeking recov ry as a goal. Being
among know量edgeable people
who care-Staff and students-is








In the fi購t book of皿e Bible, God punishes
humanrty for building a presump血OuSly tall
SPire by splintering language into a profusion of
tongues, CaStingthe hurmn race i血O a Perma-
nent state of confusion and impotence. The Tbwer
Of Babel iさnot a flattering metaphor for the ivory
tower of academia. But Winiam Grassie, founder
Of the Metanems Institute, a Philadelphia-based
think tank dedicated to advancing co11aboration
among scientific and religious fields, fears the
COmParison is increasingly apt.
`A皿ofus are pushed by our institutions and our
CareerS tO become specialists. Ybu walk around
CamPuS tOday and it’s not even clear that people in
the same department necessari霊y have a profound
皿derstanding of what their colleagues are doing:’
Grassie said during a Mayvisit to BU’s Albert and
Jessie Danielsen Institute, Which received a
$33O ,OOO , three -year Tもmpleton Research Lecture
gra血fro皿Metane測S in April. ``That division of
labor...has led to a lot ofprogress, but it has also
PreSented us with an extraordinary crisis of
knowledge and wisdom・’’
``It just seems皿e we’re all speaking En虫ish,’’
he continued・ ``Really, We’ve come to speakvery
di鯖e rent languages.’’
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and religious mysteries. The program seeks
to overcome the discomect in academia by
ProViding suppon for public lectures and
research projects that bring scholars from many
disciplines together to study issues of science
and rel専On that they would nomally approach
SeParately, from widely di鯖erent perspectives.
The Danielsen Institute was chosen as one of this
year’s two grant recipients (the other is Johns
Hopkins University) to examine the concept of
human well-being, Which rel専On SCholars tend to
define spiritually and scientists peychoIogically
“[John耽mpleton] has a rather eclectic and
WOnde珊vision of helping rel専OnS Change and
evoIve in the future t血ough a rigorous encounter
with science and, in so doing, eXPIoring big
questions,’’said Grassie. ``Certainly one of
those questions is `what does it mean to reach
human fulhllIhent? ’’’
The BU team is wen qualified to seekthe answer.
Proj ect leader Robert Neville, a PrOfessor of
Philosophy, religion, and theoIogy at BU’s College
OfArts and Sciences and SchooI ofTheoIogy’is
executive director of the Danielsen Institute, Which
``Ybu walk around campus today
and it’s not even clear that people
in the same departme血necessa車y
have a profound understanding
Of what their colleagues are doing:’
Since 1952 has o鮒ered mental health services that
address both peychiatI.ic and spiri巾al issues,
Provided education and training in pastoral counsel-
ing, and conducted research on the power ofboth
religion and peychoIogy to ease su鮒ering and
encourage growth. The grant will be administered
through the Danielson Center’s research arm, the
Center for the Study of Religion and PeychoIogy,
Which is directed by Brian McCorkle (GRS’92,’99),
the grant’s project director・ Fbr the grant, Neville
and McCorkle have assembled twelve BU fac山ty
members鵜SOme from the Danielsen Institute,
Others from other areas of the Universi勺「Whose
COmbined expertise spans theoIogy, medical
ant血opoIogy’Buddhism, ethics, COgnitivq science,
PaStOral counseling, and psychoIogy. TheずOuP
Will m et mon皿y for an intense cross- eXamination
Of peychoI gical, SPiritual, and neuroIogical defini-
tions of and paths to welトbeing. The res山ting
SCholarly papers will be compiled in a series ofbooks.
Each year the research team will also choose two
guest lecturers and a Tもmpleton Fellow, a faculty
member from BU or an outside institution who wi11
add a fresh viewpoint to their discussion and deliver
Six public lectures.珊st Ttmpleton耽llow Wesley
Wildman, an aSSOCiate professor of theoIogy and et址cs
at the SchooI ofTheoIogy and a pemanent member of
the re arch team, Will speak on the theme `’religivus
experience fr m the ordinary to the anomalous:’He w皿
discus s-amOng Other top ics-neurOIo直Cal evidence
SuggeSting that intense religious experiences, rather than
b ing unique, are One Particular kind of intense experi-
ence and can be studied with the same methods used to
analyze the intensrty of extreme nonrel専OuS eVentS, SuCh
as moments of discovery and brushes with death.
Ideally the Danielsen team’s collal)Oration will spawn
new insig山s nd research avenues for its members, enrich
the academic literature in several fields, and yield practical
ideas al)Out how to help people find ful飢Iment.
``Ov r the three or fouryears we’re goingto have a much
better handle on what well-being consists of, aS it is de鼻ned
both religiously and psychoIo直Cally-from many different
kinds of p ychoIogy, many di鯖erent kinds of religivn:’said
Neville. ``I think that we’ll know a lot more about how religious
and psychoIogical practices compliment one another.’’
But Grassie and Neville stress that the simple act of working
together is as wortlⅣ皿e as any publications or new academic
insights t at may res山t from the grant・ ``The most i皿poIl:a血
thing, th  t ing which will have lasting value, is that we will leam
to co11aborate with each other across very different disciplines:’
Said Neville∴Although each of us is a super- eXPert in some且eld
Or Other, We’re like freshmen in somebody else’s field. And so we
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Researehers at the School of Medicime believe
護憲寵護葦蒜
diseases like Parkinson’s and Huntington’s.
That’s the focus of Pharmacology Professor
Bryan Yinamoto’s research.
“We’re looking at the basic science and the
PhamacoIogy of ecstasy and methamphet -
amine,’’says Yamamoto, Whose research,
like rmch other work in the DepaIlment of
PharmacoIogy and Behavioral Neurosciences,
wi11 eventually receive funding from the
Plamed gifts of Jack Spivack and Judith
耽ldman (see accompanying article). `And
We’re trying to understand some of the
underlying mechanisms that mediate the
damage to certain neurotransmitter systems
in the brain.’’
Tb get a sense ofboth the short-term and
long-term e鯖ects of these dmgs, Yinamoto
administers methamphetamine and ecstaey to
rats in a pattem similar to that of human drug
abusers, While the rats are
under the in軸uence, Yama-
moto takes samples of the fluid
SurrOunding the nerve cells
within the brain through a
PrOCeSS Called ``microdialysis:’
inwhich a probe is inserted
into a discrete region ofthe
brain, allowing neurochemi-
cals to diffuse from the brain’s
extracellular space across a
Semipermeable membrane for
extraction and then andysis.
Days or weeks after the drugs
have been administered, the
rats are killed and their brain
tissue is collected and studied.
Yamamoto has found that
ecstaey and methamphetamine
CauSe fairly specific damage
to cenain neurochemicals.
And yet, although these two
COmPOunds are similaI」 they’re both classi-
fied as amphetamines-they affect the brain
Very differently Methamphetamine, like
Parkinson’s disease' CauSeS depletion of
dopamine, a neurOtranSmitter linked to
movement, Whereas ecstaey causes depletion
Of serotonin, a neuI.OtranSmitter linked to
mood alteration.
“This type of approach could go beyond the
Study ofthese drugs per se,’’says Yinamoto.
``It could actually be used almost as probes to
S巾dy the underlying mechanisms of such
neurodegenerative disorders:’
Yinamoto believes these two drugs
Warrant fu請her study because the extent
Of damage they can produce on the brain
is still not known.
」WcoわLosたoて〃S塩
Jack Spivack and Jud請PeIdman
have [eVer met, But they share a
P輔anthropic bond: both a「e giving
generousIy to psychopharmaco10gi-
CaI research at Boston Universfty
iike work by Bryan vamamoto (See
`’Ga面ng lnsight into Parkinson’s
and Huntingto鴫Diseases告eft).
ln 2004, mOtivated by a desire
to suppor  xp10ration of “how
neuro10gicaI pathways are laid down
in infancy and early childhood手
」ack Spivack esta輔Shed a trust to
Pay, uPOn maturation, mOre than
$7 m輔on  supp rt ofwhat is
now ca=ed the Spivack Center for
Behaviorai Neurosciences at the
Schoo1 0f Medicine. “1 can tell you
皿S: investigation in輔S area hoids
SO uCh ut re promise and is
rea=y so exc軸g手says Spivack, a
Iongtime member of the MED Boa「d
Of Visitors. for me言t provides
SubIime satisfaction tha引n an
indirect way, l am associated with





」udith Feldmanb 2004 gif[
nnuity to the Department of
Pha「maco10gy honors her late
husband, Harold Feldman (GRS’45,
MED’49). “My husband was a
PSyChopha「macoIogist手says
Feidman, “and he came from a
generation that loved medicine.
Resea「ch is impo鴫ant, and l’m
Very Pieased that MED is using請e
funds for that pu「pose:Three of the
FeIdmans’chiIdren-David (CAS’72,
MED’72), Robert (CAS’77, MED’82),
and Carol-Ann Feldman Bass
(LAW’86)」oined their mother at
MED last October for a dedication






makirig a lifeNeurosurgeon and i血ema†ional hea曲
activist Merwyn Bagan endows a scholarship
for SchooI of Medici重le S†udents.
Mervyn Bagrm (MED’6雪,
SPH’95) quotes Winston
Churc軸l: ``We make a living
by what we get, but we make a
life byWhat we give:’For Bagan,
PrOviding medical care has
been both a living and a life.
Over twenty-three years as
a neurosurgeon in Concord,
New Hampshire, Merwyn Bagan
treated patients with brain,
SPine, and peripheral nerve
PrOblems. He cofounded and
chaired a multistate health
mainte nance o rganization ,
Healthsource Inc. He was also a
clinical instructor at Dartmouth
College, PreSident of the New
Hampshire Medical Society in
1983, and, in 1992, PreSident
of the American Association
Of NeuroIogical Surgeons. “In
1993, I said, `That’s it:’’says
Bagan. ``I’d done about every-
thing I could do in neurosur-
gery, and being of sound mind
and in good health, I retired:’
Sort of. After Bagan retired,
he and his wife, Carol, decided
to become medical volunteers
al)rOad. Finding few opportuni-
ties in his field, Bagan eamed
a master’s degree at the SchooI
Of Public Health, focusing his
studies on international health.
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While in Boston he met the
Chief of surgery of廿ibhWan
Universrty耽aching Hospital in
Kathmandu, Nepal, a COuntry
with twenty- One million citizens
and one trained neurosurgeon.
``So we went to help them set
up a neurosurgery program:’
Said Bagan. The self- SuStaining
n urosurgical training unit that
e B gans helped establish over
the next five years is now mn by
its first two Nepalese graduates.
In 2O∞, King Birendra of Nepal
COnferred on Bagan the royal
d coration Sxpmhal Cb耽α Dα一
応s茄職のbα加J,○○The Most Puissant
Order of the Gurkha RIght Armニ
for h s service to the country.
Bagan’s service to BU includes
membership on the Board
Of Overseers since zoo5 and
eleven ears on MED’s Board of
Visitors, Which he has chaired
Si ce 2OO6. In the forty-flve
years since he graduated from
MED, he has made forty-three
豆fts to the School. Merwyn and
Carol most recently endowed
the Bagan family Scholarship
with two $1OO,OOO gifts through
the Charitable IRA Rollover Law,
which all ws tax-free charitable
deductions ofup to $l0O,○○0
fr m IRAs in2OO6 and 2OO7.
Menvn and Car○○ Baga皿
Since retu ing from Nepal in
2OOO, Bagan has contimed his
intemational work ky chair-
ing the board of the Fbundation
for International Education in
NeuroIogical Surgery, a nOnPrOfit
Organiz tion that sends neuro -
Su geOnS On eXtended volunteer
trips to developing countries.
The organization currently has
training projects underway in
nineteen countries in Central
and Sout  America, Asia, and Af-
rica・ Bagan has visited them all.
It may not be makingthe Bagans
much of a living, but Churchill







AI∂n and She「「y Leventhai













P嗣P S, Beck lLAW’76
Ma峨「峡」.由れy
FIAL45,G RS’48,SED’54




RobIn H. Ma噛rsOn CFA166
Thomas D. McKiernan CAS“42
Deborah S∂ItonstaII Pease
」oan B. Sc剛der GRS’77






Ter「y L Andreas COM’64
Me州yn Bagan MED’62,SPH“95
Stephen D. BechteI 」「.
Bonnie T FeId CAS’73
Kenneth 」. FeId SMG’70
Pasquale Freda
RonaId G. Garriques ENG’86
Louis 」. Giuliana SMG’48
Ray L Ha直
しOis K∂セ
E. G, ∂nd Randy P Kendrick
Pete「T PauI GSM’71
Mr. aれd Mrs. Adoi(O PiccIOttO
Mr. and Mrs」ack Pjcciotto
MInda G. Reidy SMG’82,GSM’84
Richard D. Reidy SMG’82
Thomas A. Sea「s STH’59
RichaJd Shipiey SMG’68,GSM’72
David M. SoIomon COM’73,LAW’81
」acob l. Sopher










Wa「ren 」. Adeison CAS’63,GRS’64
James Y Apteke「 SHAI88
Mr, and MJS, Michaei 」Ashner
GelaId Besson MED’50
Gerald S. 」・ Cassidy　　〆
薫諜嵩言薫Earie M. Cl刷es
」udith F Cohen CAS’83
Lawrence A, Cohen CAS’83
Meredith E, Drench SAR’72




David F Kje順遭hOWSki ENG’85
Wiiiiam H. KlehしAW’71
しewis E KomfeId 」「 Hon:81
Charles Re川e「 Lax SMG’82
Lyle W Lieder STH’47
Cathi E.山Ski CAS’80
D∂vid Luski SMG’80
」uIes N. Maれger CGS’66
」oAnn McGrath and Family
PauI B. McNicoI SMG’40
Geo昭e E. Morris SMG’53
馴乙abe巾P閣議
Stuart W Pratt CAS’69
D賀and Mrs. Seymour E
Rosenw∂詳記r
Robe直し. Ryan
Sharon Goode Ryan SAR’70
Mr. and Mrs. Steven SandIe「
Mr. and Mrs. 」e請ey G. Sauれders
Amy SchIossberg SAR’47
Jerome Serchuck
MM and M「S. Henry D. Sharpe 」r.
」ohh SiIbe「
Gary S. Siperstein SMG’80
Mynde S. SipeiStein SAR’78
Howard A. Stem CGS’74,COM’76








MIch∂eI 」. Agganis SED’67
Mr. and Mrs. Norman W. AIpert
Andrew 」. Bacevich
Rich∂巾A.甘aけy





」ohn H. Brooks 」r. CGS’63,MET’73
Robert A. and Beverty A. B「own
Raymond 」. BueII 」r. SED’54
Ma棚e= 8u時制n
」ay M. C∂Shman SMG’75
Aram V. Chobanian
Gerard H. CohenしAW’62




Ma「Cia H. Carte「 DeWoife
RiChard B. DeWo凪e M訂’71:73
Dexter A. Dodge SMG“56
MiiIard Drex]er GSM’68
」ames M. Edwards SMG’63
ONOR ROLLo
EADERSH I PDONORS
Gifts made in fiscalyear 2OO7　　*
Julyl, 2OO6」une3O, 2OO7∴∴了　〆
THIS ROSTER INCしUDES Gl打S ro











Ant110ny R. AngeIo SED’71
Ron∂Id M. Ansin
MichaeI 」 」. ApしIZZO MED’65
Mary E. Amold SAR’45,SED’49
Wi=lam Y W, Au CAS’51,MED’55●
Doma R. Bam∂巾MED’65
Douglas E. Bama巾MED’65
Mjchaei T. BavlS CAS’93
Ml and MIS. Davjd L Bea億y.
Mr. and Mrs. 」oshua Bekenstein
」ames S. Be巾m∂n
Mしand M「s. BルCe R. Berkowitz
Bennett S. Beman SMG’55
PauI M, Bemon COM’01
川Se M. Bemstein COM’83
Steven A. Bemstein SMG’83
Mr. and M「s. DougiasA.
Bert11i∂ume
W柵am 」. Bickneii
Mr. and Mrs.James L Bildner
」ohn K. BiIIock GSM’75
Dr. and Mrs,」ohn BittI
M購and Mrs.」ames E Bopp
Frederic A. Bourke 」L




Stefen F B調eckne「 CAS’72章
Mary C. Buletza SMG’80
Richard M. Bumes」r. GSM’71
Felizardo S, CamiIon 」L
」ohn A. and Hamet S. C∂記y
And記W M, Ca能「
Patricia W Chadwlck MF「’75
irwin Chafetz CAS’58,Hon. ’04
Hwe川Chang
Joei G. Chefitz CAS’73,しAW’76
i記ne Christopher CAS’44
Brian S. Cohen COM’78
Mr. and Mrs. Saui B, Cohen
士謹離島。N。RS
Sven E GraiI GSM’90,SDM’90　　　Rita Z. Mehos
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」ohn D. West SDM’75
DudIey H. Wllis LAW’67
」ohn B. Wise
Amy Woods CAS“68




Dr. and Mrs. Ch∂rles R.Ybung
momas R.Wu噂
Dl. and MIS.AmirA. Zamani





Waite「 H. Abrams SED’77





Neii H. Aronson CAS’79
しOuis Wade Su=IVan MED’58,
Hon. ’90
」ohn R. Svenson GSM’75
Ma調y Syms COM’75
Mr. and MIS. Daniel M.Tabas
Susan 」affe鴫れe SED’64
Fredericka Tamer
Mr and Mrs.John ETaplin
Fr訓cjs C, fayior GSM’74
Mr. and Mrs. Ca「Ios H.1bsi
Richa r=.同wle
Stephen 」. TraveiS MED’80
M「 and Mrs.Wiiiiam H.両yes
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher
R.丁uma巾
しee 」. Twomey CAS’66
CIa記T van Dam CGS’96,COM’98
Geor幹Vande巾eid飢GSM’72
Kevin T. van WartしAW’82
AIIan P Vaughan CAS’70
Dinah Vischer







Hany 」. Weiss LAW’76
Ro[ald G. Weissman SDM,77
M賀and Mrs. Peter S. We"ington
Ml and MIS. 」oseph E WchckuS
Henry and 」oan T Wheeier
ねppan Wiide「
Mr. and MiS.円etchel H.Wiiey
Mr. and MIS. Edwin A.W潮S.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank V Wisneski





Mr. and MiS. Michae=. Zak





G「egory 」. AgganiS SHN92
Pascai G. Aguime GSM’94,ME「94
Mr and Mrs. Geraid旬emian
Michael P Albert CGS’61,CAS’64
Rachel E Albert DGE’61,CAS’63









Morton H. Aronson CAS’56,LAW’59
Mr. and MIS.」ohn J.Avion Jr.
Richa巾E BaIsam
Mr. ∂nd Mrs. CarI W Banks'
Paul C. Barsam STH’52





Richard W. Donoho Bemard L Huang CAS’57,MED’62
Elaine Hansen D’Orio SMG’67　　　Geri R, Huれter SDM’92
F捌nk D’Orio 」r. SMG’67　　　　　Timothy A両graham
Cllristophe「 D. Dorr SDM’06　　　　Geraid A. Isenbe喝SDM’65
馴zabeth G, Doubek SMG’88　　　」oseph E 」abre
」ohn E. Duggan SED’73　　　　　Pamela B. 」ackson GSM’91.
Stephen M. Dungan.　　　　　　Cha「ies M. 」∂cobs
Brian G. Duroche「 SED’78　　　　　AIan H. 」acobson SMG’53
Mer刷L Ebner Mr. and MIS.帥c R,」aeger
Alrfed 」. Egenhofe「 LAW’70　　　　Russe= M. 」a鵬
MJ. and Mrs. Fredeれck Ek CAS’72,GRS’72,MED’72
Brian D. Eng LAW’05　　　　　　A. Diehi 」enl(ins CAS’65
Thomas 」. Engβlman SED’77　　　Patricia H. 」enkins CAS’65
Cathe面ue S. Eれgland Bruce D. 」obse削G’85
」ay H. Espovich LAW’70●　　　　　Daydee C. 」obse ENG’87
Robert Evans川LAW’85　　　　　　Mr and MIS. 」eh C. 」ohnson
」oseph S. Fastow MED’70　　　　Theodore G・ 」ohnson
David R. Federick SDM’72　　　　　」ames K. Kansas COM’55"
Anthony M. Feeheny LAW’74　　　Christos N. Kapogiamis
Mark A. Femie SMG’70　　　　　　　CAS’92,MED’92
Mr. and MIS, lan C. Ferguson Amaiie M. Kass SED’63
Petel Fiedler COM’77:94　　　　　Sumner Kaufman
Geraid 」. Rne A請u「 」. Kavanagh 」r. MED’57
T附eny A. FiOrentInO CAS’01　　　Robert E KenelSOn MED’65
Mr. and MiS. Leverett P Flint DuongvI〕mak Keo SDM’93;94
Hup Fong SMG’67　　　　　　　Pathenia W Kiersted CAS’76
」ohn A. Foppiano SMG’53章　　　　Cleve L KiiIlngSWOrth Jr
lamar Frankei Woe Sook Kim
」anet A. FねSeJ ENG’81　　　　　Nancy f掴ng
Rau=. Garoia Barbara M. Kirchheimer
ines GarJant SMG’88　　　　　　Michae=. KIiegma調いW’78.
VICtOria 」. Ga軸and CAS’84　　　　　Masha= S. Knuckles GSM’05
」e惰ey B. Gaynor SMG“79　　　　　AIexander Kohi SMG’98
帥an E. Geraghty C閥76　　　　　Rachael KohI CAS’00
Arlene G. Gemain SMG“73　　　　　Bumn I. Ko「eiitz MED’51
Anthony A. GianeiIy Marion R. Krame「 CAS’63
GRS’67,MED’74　　　　　　　　PauI S. Kramer SMG’53,GSM’54.
Emes軸e Giane=y Ga「y A. Kra血CGS’64,COM’66
MicheIe V. Gibbons-Ca「r Dr, and Mrs. Arthur Kravitz
GRS’76:82　　　　　　　　　　Ba巾ara D. KroトSinciair SED’82;96
SheIdon L Giashow Paul A. La Camera COM’66,M田’74
Robert J. GIovsky LAW’76:79　　　Cha es W Lama「 LAW’75
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Robert A. Stanse=
Mr. and Mrs. Hen「y」. Steiner
Peter M. Steinmann GSM’91
Akiba Stem LAW’79,GSM’80
Mr. and Mrs. David R. St. Gemain
」oseph B. Stone
Robert 」. Strechay 」r.
CGS’9 5,SMG ’9 7
Dr. and M「s. Charies R. Stucken
Che「yl W Suiiivan COM’80
Rich∂rd H. Su=IVan SMG’58
Richard F! Su冊van
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sutter
Pete「 H. Sutton CAS’68,しAW’71
F「ederic 」. Sy巾ala ENG’58:60.
Cynt踊∂鴫償GRS’77
」aれe鴫yio「
DIOgO B.鴫鵬ra and ChristIne
HalkiotIS
M「. and Mrs. Sam LThanavaro
Mr. and Mrs. 」ohn LThompson
Rober[ Watts Thombll rg




John M. Tumo10 MED’80
Mr. and MIS, E Cor=hIrner
R. Burrtweedy Jr. LAW’78
Peter師wining SED’71
Mario A. Jmana SMG’63
Robert O. vaierio CAS’70,MED’70
Stephen W. Van Evera
Ma印m M. Vende「 SED’76
Christos Viores SAR’01
Mr. and Mrs. Edwa巾T Vitone章





Mr. and M「s. Steven We「ner
George D. Wesoiowski ME「99
」on West=ng Hon. ’03




Mr. and Mrs. Roy A. WIIsker.
FJedric E. Witt「naれn
Mr. and M「s. Robert Woh嶋emuth
Fredda Fisher WoIf CAS’63,しAW’66




















Mary A. Ba巾ieri CAS’64,SED’65
しes書e「 S. Ba巾ack
Wayne B. Bardsley LAW’73









」ames B. B∂Sset=r. MED’80
DougI∂S E Bateson GSM’79
Cath叩」. Baty SAR’62,SED’63
Robert L Beal
AI廿iur E. Bean 」r.しAW’51
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Patricia Fuiier
Peter D. Fu=e「
Richard A. FulIer ENG’88
Kan Ying Fung CAS’74
」ohn H, Furfey LAW’49
CaroIyn 」acoby Gabbay
CAS’73 , LAW’76
Ronald S. Ga師el MED’63
Katherine GaIIaghe「
」onathan 」. GaIli SMG’83
Beth C. Gamei
Dr. and Mrs. Saeed Ga叩
Dr. and Mrs. 」0「ge Ganson
Mr. and MiS,」ohn E Gantz
Mr and Mrs. Edward M.
Gaposchkin
Robert Ga巾er CAS’73
Geo噂e E, G∂調ia MED’61
Henry GardIne「 SMG’74
」anet E Garfieid
Anthony F! Ga喝ulo LAW’56




Wi=iam E Gahin MED’72
」ud柑I L Gass
Ca調I Ware Gates
Bonnie A. Gatof SMG,80
CamiIIe R, Gatto SAR'65
Pauline 」, Gaulhier CAS’91
Michael D, Gayda LAW’79
F剛k C. G∂ZZaniga MED’59
Edward T Gea「y SMG’77
」o11n S. GelI
Ma柑IeW GeIIer
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Gendeiman
M賀a[d Mrs. Mich∂el A. Genuardi
Challes A. Geo喝e LAW’47
Ka記n 」. Ge輪巾
CraigT. GeromeいW“94
Stephen R. Ge町me CGS’61
しOuis GersmeJ
Paui 」. Giandomenico SED’72
Dei「dre M. Giblin CAS’90
EIaine E. Giff0rd
Celia GiIbert GRS’73
」ohn P GiIbert STH’64;68
Mr. and Mrs.」ack M. Gi=
Robert Giiiary SDM’72
CordeiIa W. GiIIett
Mr. and MIS. Danle=. Gi=iland
Mr. and Mrs.Abbot 」 GiIman
Mr. aれd MIS. Cari D. GiIme手Hiii
」ohn Gimbel
Frank C. Ginsberg C聯65
Paul A. GluSti CAS’68,GSM’76
Leonard H. Glantz CAS’70,LAW’73




David L Giuske「 STH’68
Mr and M鴫.」ason GoId
C. Robert Goldberg SDM’76
DanieI L Goidberg CAS’61
Richard 」. Golden GSM’77
Andrew M. Goldenbe叱MED’83
Gree「 and Gerry GoIdman
Steven 」, Goldman帥G'91
気e唯n 」, Goid鵬an CAS,69
Dawn L GoldsteinしAW’94.
Cynthia A. Gomez CAS’79,GRS′91
Robe船Goo叩o
Dr. and Mrs. Sherwood Go巾ach
AIbert l. Gordon










A. 」ay Graf SMG’70
」ohn K. Graham
Claudia M. GraiI SDM’90
DonaId 」. Grande MED’73
Mark S, Granger LAW’76
Edmund I. Glant










Mr and Mrs" Michael Greenberg
」eonard A, G記ene CAS’52,MED’60
Geor幹L G記enfieId LAW’51
W鞘am E. R. Greer MED’43
CIa記Russel〃 G記gorian
伯地肌G記的巾an Hon∴83





Ga「y H, Grossm∂n ME「75







」ohn E Guarente SDM’89
Beverly A. Guamo SAR“57
」ames R. Gutstadt ∂nd Nancy
Good man
WO=匝ng Haase
M| and Mrs.」ohn R. H∂Ckett
Yvome ‘ぬzbeck Haddad STH'66
PauI and Laurfe Hagemaier
Nancy R, Hagens
MichaeI E. Haglund LAW’77
Margaret Der Hagopian mL’47:49
DonaId M. Hague CAS’75
Eyad Haidar SDM’95:97
George W Haines GSM’67
Sidney 」, Haiiar LAW’56
DougIasT HaII
」ohn L Ha旧I CAS’65
MiIton 」. Ha剛」r. CGS’82,SMG’84
Kathe面ue A. Haltom SDM’79:82
Tim Hami= C閥65:68
RusseI T llam肌On lAW’78
」0†m T Hancock SDM’71
Mr. and Mrs.」ohn D. Hanfty
Richard S, HankiしAW’60
Waiter E, HanIey 」r. LAW’76
書経晶晶。N。RS
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DL and Mrs. 」ohn TしaRossa
しe請i.しa鴫e∩
鳴けyぬu帥噌n SMG’61
」ohn D. Laupheime「 CAS’79
Frederick M. Lawrence













Mr. and Mrs. Wingしee.
Avivaしee-Parriセ
Hejdi M.しehne「









Harold 」. Levin CAS’54,SDM’62
Stephen C.しevin SDM’70
Mr. and MIS.」ay R. Levine
Larry Levine CGS’78,M田’80
MeIvin L Levine SMG’54
PauI A, Levine CAS’68,MED’68








lda E. LewiS DGE’54,COM’56
Ke柑i賢しewis
Aれd鴫W 」.し印いW’75
Stephanie Behrakis Lial(OS GRS’91
馴Zabe仙K u8o
Darald R. ubby LAW'62`
」oei D. L胴mam SMG’82
Christophe「 C. Light M訂96
Mr. ∂nd M「S.Yu」en Ljn




Nichoias 」. Ljppis =l ENG’84;89
M∂巾1a軸咋h弛
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Christim Irving-Be11 (COM’o7), Hemando Fbrero Lugo (UNI’o3), and Gabriela Mino
(SMG’o6)証om le錐, at a reeePtion with President Brown at the Fbur Seasons in蝿ami・
















Mr and Mrs. 」o11rf¥M巾ckemaれ
Mr. and Mrs. Steven M.巾mer
Mr. and Mrs, Barry J.師womey
」ohn K. twyman克SMG’82
Anthony V Ugliaioro 」r. C閥93:01










」oseph剛an De「 MeuIen MED’54
Maurice vanderpoI MED’49
Mr. and MIS. R, G.vandowe= 」r.
A=an van Gesl出しAW’61
Henry D. Vara 」I CGS’58
」e請ey M. Verdon LAW’79
Pete「 」. vergados ENG’64
S∂nd昭D.悔却
Rober[ A. Vigersky CAS’70,MED’70
」e「ry A. Viscione
GSM’6 7,GRS’69 :73
Donaid N. Vivian MED’46
Susan N. Vogt GSM’82
EmiI Vbn Arx I= MED’67
」ane C. von der Heyde LAW’74
Peter Von Mertens
Cla「∂ Wainw高柳t
Michael D. Waidron COM’97
Mich∂el D. Waiker MED’60
Pete「 E Waiker MED’69






」ohn D. Wa「ren GSM’93
Ma巾Wa 「so書sゆ




」ohn W. Waters STH’67,GRS’70
Peter D. Weaver SI軸’75
Mr. and M「s. DonaId E.Webe「
Scott And記w Webster CAS’93
Thomas Wtsley Weeks S|
M訂’69;74
Mati WeIde哩SS M訂’85
」ames AIien Weii COM’72
」udith E. WeiI SED’73
BrllCe 」. WeinしAW’69
Cathleen A. Wbods-King CAS’86
PauI R. Woudenberg
S丁H ’52 ,G RS’59
David C. Wれght LAW’81章
Mjche=e A. Wutt SMG’87
」ames V Wyman COM’51
」e冊es Wyman 」L GRS’60
1rvin D, Yalom MED’56
Richard H, Yamada SDM’68
Ts肌g-Han Yang SDM’06
Mr. and MIS. BobYanu∂r
」oame Yates







Dr. and Mrs. Ofer Z却cek
AmoId I. Za胎S LAW’58
」oseph Zambuto LAW’02.
馴e A. Zebo州i SDM’88;90;97
Kathe血e L Zebrose
Steven M. Zeitels CAS’82周ED“82
」ohn丁Zevitas SMG’57
Ja川ce K. Zika ENG’84'
Cralgie A. ZiIdjian SED’76
馴Z∂beth C. Zimme「mam




RiChard L Zizza CAS’70,MED’79
Amy M. Zo=
Kathryn 」. Zox CAS’69,SED’72
」Ⅲ W Zuci(e「 SMG’82















Avon Products Foundation, inc.
Sidney R. Bae手」r. Foundatjon
同e LIoyd G, Ba胸oul Foundatjon
The Barron FamIiy Charitabie
Foundation




Boston Public HeaItn Commission








CoI脇te-Pa l moIiVe Company


















David A. Mu問y CAS’96











































































































耽りl A. G両統CAS’鎚. GSM’76








The Amual Fund Leader8hip Giving Societies recognize unrestricted
leadership g坤s made within a sin執e fiscal year Ouly l」une 3O) to a
schooI or college amual fund or one of the funds in the Parents Amual
Campaign. Established in fiscal year 2OO5, the societies offer a variety
of benefits, including recognition inAdvαrLCemeれきand invitations to
exclusive events.
Thanks to the support of more than l・6oo alumni・ ParentS・ and friends
of Boston Universrty, membership in the Amual Fhnd Leadership
Giving Societies increased 17 PerCent OVer ZOO6・ These leadership
庄fts provide the financial flexibilrty to expand BU’s commitment to
excellence in education and research.
同r mo場面fom∂的n, please visit our Wさb site at





魅Sa S. 」ac〇〇s CAS’77
馴輪be伽磨」ae郵CAS’6了
Mr. aれd M応.W鞘am乱James lll
」e請喝y R, 」ay CAS183, M亡D’83
Pa画肌ぬpia鴫CAS’了3
調e加8乱Karon CAS’57


























しeonar億A. McCue 111 CAS’68
B施両, McNaliy CAS“80















































蹄. a両肋s. Kev血R. 8的Wn







M「 a同軸s. Dav油」. Maileれ






















Ka細een M. Kearns COM’87








Colleen M. McCrea「y COM’95章
Robelt間Medw沌CGS’55,
COM’57書
誌te「 A. Mo融弱ey COM’了8,堪了
G記崖航間en
Bmce 」, p語幹r DG巨’72,
COM’了4






































































































D購」oan B. MaIick C閥65, S岳D’70
And鳩a Oka叩u胎C騨82
D 面eIa A. p同cup紋C閥99














Stacey S. Mayrock CGS’78, COM“80
S飢d輪S・騰聡踊れg CAS’64
M輸ael R. Ro乙eれCGS’58, CO棚’60
勘轍飛　俄雨e
(紺〇〇〇-$9,99タ)
Debralee G. Goldberg CGS’76,
CAS’了8●
Sa請出Na糾as CGS’85, SMG’8了
暗. a調d M夢s.血肺病ce C. Salameno
The Schermerhom Famiiy CGS’81,
SMG’84
博しa雨M「S. 」a博sz Se競dows職
Clare T van Dam CGS’96. COM“98
」oAnn T Wll脇ak CGS’73, SED’75
認諾影
W網a州間son DGピ75
James E, Ph鞘PS CGS’69. CAS’71
繁汀譲「 Socな印・
姫,〇〇〇一鉢,49タ)
臨and M購. David 」Abzug
M購and M購, Rlcha同A. Aren§tein
F剛ceS E Beekley CGS’83,
cAS’85





D如d D, B頂OIph CGS’77,
CAS’79●
Mr. a両M略.則ch∂巾Coheれ
Dしand Mrs,韓0be「t A. Copel∂同
朋購and M隠.櫨onaId M. C同uSe















Robert A. Hendel coS’63, CAS’65
鴨臨ha(すB. H虚ch CGS’53, CO博55
」ames and Deb閤寄eebe =oback
Wa什en H. 」a8ぬ0n CGS’51,
COM’55
Mr. and M鳴. Richard S.」a什e
Nancy 」. Katz CGS’81, COM’83
ぬけyしαine CGS’了8,鵬丁80
Robe印.朋ar邸is CGS’67, SMG’69
ca伽e面e H. Mesner CG§’78,
M印’85
RandoIph L M潮er CGS’6了SMG’69
臨and肋s. Gary S. Newman
輔deo Omo高
輔cOle R PJ屯eI CGS’91, COM’93
臨a雨M隙Geo噛E. Roa帥
Mary Rueckert-Cooper CGS’75
Mr. and Mrs. 」oseph E. Rue旧r.
RiChald P Sa廟sky CGS165,
COM’67






Edward M. Weste「man CGS’66,
COM ’68
」ane Y Woods CGS’74, SED’76
鵬ど「齢OpOしi鵬鵬cOししとc各
藩認諾
」e怖e D. A購e舶ult M亡丁85
Richa巾D. Bostwick M訂’99
C. Richard CaIIson MET’70
Ma「sha A. Cohe∩ M日’76









Larry Levine CGS教78, ME「80
Ch融Opher C川ght M管で96
しesIie A. PaOOn M訂’98
P踊PPe Rixhon Mど「81















Sha「on Goode Ryan SAR’70
Deα7読C汀房e
(毎000守9朝夕)
Amy P Novikoff SAR’72
B温く尭α租d (親d C樵猿
解,勇○ 「$初99)




Cathryn 」. Baty SAR’62, SED’63
し0「raine P Cocoiis SAR’63章
Ruth E. Coieman SAR’48
G胎Ce D. 「alk SAR’54
Fidelito Gabriel SAR’01, SDM’05
Katherine G細agher
Cam紺e R. Ga慣O SAR’65
Bαe「ly A. Gua血o SA討5了
Jeanne M 」uodis Hannan SAR’53
MIidred S. HlgglnS SAR“54
」anet亡. 」eghe陥れSMG’56,
SAR’57, m[59
Consl創ce 」. Kapral SAR’70
Stanley V  Margo=n SAR’50†
Mary C. McCoo高瓢Ri34†
Mary E. McDoJlOUgh SAR’57
両ez Mcし糾gh臨SAR’57
てるm A. McMa川S SAR’05
」udith A, Merra SAR’57
馴Zabeth D. M紺e「 SAR’54
Mr. and細S. 」ohn A. RossI
AudJey 」. Samueis SAR’51
めis . SlegeI鵬∂n SAR’67, ’71
R魯y部ond軍! Sie脚棚n SAR’73
Ma南n M. Sp肋er SAR’50, S王D’68




M紬a Marquez SDM’03, “06
P「e合とde面もAssocまα意eS
約〇,〇〇〇壷4,999)
Sven F Grail SDM’90, GSM’90
Dea読α撮む解.〇〇〇-$9,999)
Matthew M. Brennan SDM’98言99
Timothy S. Colton
Roger P DesIiets 」r. SDM’72
Ray English Jr. SDM’83
Raymond Geo「ge 」r. SDM“88
」ohn各日anson SDM’64
Richard C. Kardovich SDM’70






Ctlristopher D. Dorr SDM’06
Gien A. Eisenhuth SDM’06
Davld R. FederICk SDM“72
Donaid L Feldman SDM’71
Gen R. Hunter SDM’92
Duongvannak Keo SDM’93言94
Mic南ei A, Rubin SDM’73









































































Wbrkiれg for the O簡ce ofAIumni
RelatioれS for four years, Marissa
Smith (SMG’07) saw how even
the sma=est aiumni contribしItions
add up.to hono「 a teacher or
faculty member who affected her
鵬, She decided to pa巾Cipate in
the Ciass of 2007 Gift Program,
Which asks graduating seniors to
donate an amount that re¶ects
their year of g「aduatio両n this
CaSe $20,07, tO the University in
honor of a professor or mento「・ “lt,s nice to show that pe-SOn that they have
helped you in you「 four years herer she says. Her gif[ honored Schoo1 0f
Management Lectu「er LIoyd鴫niu, Who continued to be her mentor and
friend even after leaving his teaching post at the Jnive「sity. “Peopie don’t
WanttO give any more money in excess oftheirt踊0∩, but itsjust $20; she
POints out and she insists同at it’s a very sma= price to pay to be able to
thank a mentor, 」0∂me Mi/ler (COM’09)
AIe贈ndra HaれSOn (SAR’07)
reca=s seeing posters promoting
the CIass of 2007 Gift Program
aIong with hearing a presentation
at帥e Senior Breakfast. But she
SayS that“when it came down to
it, it was rea=yjust a personal
decision” to同ank someone who
had positiveiy infIuenced her
BU experience, Her con帥bution
honored Sa「gent Co=ege’s
Meianie Matthies, aSSOCiate
Professor and acting cochair of speech, ianguage, and hearing sciences.
`%u wouldn’t have been abIe to graduate w軸Out the professors you had;
Hanson says, and fo「 her, Ma仙ies was an easy choice forthe honor.
“i rea=y 「ealized thatthis is a great way to be able to give to the pa血Of




































Ma競in S. Rifkin SMG’82
Mr. and M「s. 」ac青剛moI(h
Do面t M. SavieIS GSM’78
Ba面e Shore SMG’53
CharIes C. SiegeI SMG’48
Shiriey M. Sontheime「 SMG’58
」ohn R. Svenson GSM,75†
肌a鴫d MIS. He∩「y焔ine「
RonaId G. Weissman SDM’77
薄紫露芦‰叫●
Pascal G. A軸u「 Aguir「e GSM’94,
ME「’94
Herbert S, AIexander SMG’64
A叩a E. Andon SMG’41
David L BedaJd GSM’00




」e附ey B. Gayno「 SMG’79
Eひさeれe D. Hi剛I GS粧80
Paul S. Kramer SMG’53, GS間54.
巨arle暁de「 SMG’56
Robe鴫D.しefo巾GSM’90
Mr. and M「S. Roysonしyman
Fe「nando Malench面GSM’00
しawrence A. Me「se SMG’70
Richardし, Pearlstone SMG’69
Steven D. PrelSS SMG“79






A恥略g A. A鈎博ai GSM℃1
M購and M購,治ko A周ale
David R. A請e「 CGS’78, SMG’80
A軸u「 C. Anton SMG’50





」onathan A. Baron GSM’82
Do嶋as胃Bateson GSM’了9
Ma「k D. Bay持ss GSM’02筆
Robe鴫W. Beecher SMG’57*
Llewe=yn N. Belcourt SMG’53
」ohn R. Benede競o SMG’89き
Henry G. Boot旧r. GSM’69
Deborah E. Bosh∂rt GSM’00
Ha「vey照. Bosh∂競」「 GSM’00
」uan C. Boyad担n SMG’77
鵬O R、 B「ei同an GS博6う
N糾cy S. B雨間ey GSM’86
臨and附s・脆「l D.闘覧S
ike B調wn SMG’76




削a寄en 」. Bums SMG’92
轍庇陸Cad婚期GSM’66
G o噂M. Ca面GSM“68











Ra」 K. ChandarIa GSM“86
柵adiey C. Cia庇GSM’01章
日eめe直丁Cia欣用GSM’63
陥ren M. Cla恢GSM’82, G照S’82
EIIZabeth C10gheトLa叩I SMG’94章
A=an W. Ciough SMG’40
Da面eはCoa焼y SMG’58章











N. Steph創Obe「 C高S.82, M馳’86
As噺d O.聡書erso爪CAS章74, MED’77
St印hen既R嶋剥脱D℃5
Alan 」 Schechter M糊’了8
Rocco ScheIか
Leonard A. Sha競er CAS’67,
細さD’67
士∴監
David (ENG ’69, ’72, GSM ’74) and Kathleen (GRS ’71, SED ’74) Hollowellvisitwith
Presideut Robert A Brown (left) at the Amual Fund Leadership Giving Socleties
PreSidential reception in巾ne.
郎c D. M聞e「 SMG’94
即ia王.帆=er SどD’94
Ho隠ce S. Nichois SMG’51
Ric高a血且。 No忙On S肌G’59◆
M夢.紬d M「s, Ch∂rles P O’Brien
」ames E Or「間GSM’了0
Dr. and Mrs. Steven 」. Ory
」udith O章鳩「
Beh W. Pa叩ente「冊GSM’74章
MicheIe M. Pavlyak GSM’82
鵬款e「 C.鵬約〇dy SMG’31
Michaei | Picone GSM’06




M「 and M「s. Robe鴫海, Rose







Aian S. Sc両eie「 SMG’69章
山門dsey王. Schrade「 GS裾05●
Michaei D. Sch「ader GSM’04.
David S. Sch「eibe「 GS勅’99
照obe直勅. SchwaIセGSM’84






Miche=e A Santi Wutt SMG’8了
W騨am EYates GSM’60







W購am Y W. Au CAS’51, MED’55章





暗and M噂. Ge圃d Aje肌ian
Edwa鵬A. Bee調an M王D’4了
Mindy R. Berstein CAS’79, MED’79
Jo個A. Callahan MED’51
Di卸e W. C「oc高e「 M買D’52
踊be伽K. De雨a隔MED’97












































Rachel B. Keith MED'49†
GaiI私議贈償MED’了0
1r請a M,しesselI M聞’7了







































H紺old S. Schell MED’了0
」0総ph R. Sga南章M各D’43







































































































巾o叩as 」. Sheehy MED’44
救ua克己. Sie劇CAS’6了,鵬D’67
Be函mi調S. Sie㈲ CAS’63
削ehard L Simmons MED’59
Da面eI S. Simp紬n
Gary L Stamon MED’77




































































E Don James STH’54, GRS’59
壌タa7擁(紡,与〇〇一$4,タ99)
圏「腫. Bea∩e CAS’63. S丁H’67言68







































































附. a雨M購.如Se K. Ha血Sh
山s尋S、ね的bs竃AS’77
」銑周れe M.甑ox


















」e競れ脆「 S. B同O蔦s SMG’90






















































Three large 8Crapbooks 8it in the home of
Reverend Earl Beane and his wife, Millie Beane.
Spilling out of each book are hundreds of letters
to Rev. Beane (CAS’63, STH’67, ’68) from SchooI
Of TheoIogy alumni, foming a detailed time
CapSule of his nearly three decades as the director
of admissions at STH. The letters chronicle the
Small and large ways Beane played a part in
Students’success at BU. `’There were far too many
COmPlimentary things said:’he says. ``It really
took the wind out of my sails:’
When he took the job, in 1977, Earl and Millie,
Who met as undergrads, Plamed to stay in Boston
Only a couple years. Fifty- nine entering classes
later, both are retiring from their posts at BU-
Millie (CFA’64, ’84, SED’95) directed the
Seminary Singers for twelve years.
At Rev・ Beane’s retirement party last September,
a gala event attended by the four deans of STH he
served under as well as students and alumni from
across decades and around the world, the School
announced the Ea血and M皿e Beane Housing
Fund, a tribute to the countless hours spent
finding places for entering seminary s巾dents to
live. ``Earl worked so hard for all these thirtyyears
On housing and it still has a great need,’’says
Millie Beane. “I was not aware the SchooI was
establishing the fund, but I do certainly know how
much it is needed,’’adds Earl Beane. He hopes the
fund will provide assistance to students with
immediate housing needs and eventually pay for a
building to house seminary students.
Millie Beane, Who holds an Ed.D. in training
and administration from the SchooI of Education
and worked in the Needham Public SchooIs for
twenty- nine years, Played a significant role in
STH as we虹Passionate about choral conducting
Since hi如school, She began directingthe STH
Seminary Singers in 1 995 and immediatdy sta轟ed
recruiting voices that ``represent the whole
Student body, meaIling people from all over this
COuntry and around the world,’’she says. Every
concert included an intemational section,
inco叩orating students’diverse backgrounds. ``It
WaS fascinatingto people as we we調out and sang
because, Of course, they had never heard music
from Tbiwan or Korea or Russia:’
And even though th y’re now retired, the
Beanes are sure they won’t be al)le to stay away
from Commonwealth Avenue, and will continue to
be involved in housing issues at STH. ``You can’t
get away from something when it’s been such a




“We can’t take for g輪nted that schoIarship money
COmeS from ome myste「ious piace; it comes from
us;’says Earl Beane. ’As aiums we need to heIp that
tr dition live on:’So every yea「 he and his wife,
M冊e, give to the STH AmuaI Fund, Which p「ovides
unrestricted funds to schoiarships as well as to
stablish programs, attraCt high-Caiiber professors,
imp「ove fac輔es, and fi= 0ther Schooi needs,
The Jniver ity’s Annual Funds a「e vital, al10Wing
deans financial fIexibiiity to accompiish individuaI
goaIs. Every penny of the gifts donated to the Annual
Fund goes directly to the donor’s chosen area,
Whether it i  a schooI or co=ege, Studen川fe,
athletics, iibrarie , Or finenci∂l aid.
Ybu can make your tax-deductible gif[ by ca=ing
th  O鮒ce of Amual Giving at 800-447-2849,
Vjsi ing wv順bu.edu/a山mni/giving, Or ma柵g a
donation to Boston Jniversity Office of Annual
Giving, One Sherbom Street, Seventh F100「, Boston,
MA O2215, -AN
